
1. INTRODUCTION /10

1)The first part of the essay needs to begin with a hook story/scenario to grab your reader’s attention 

and get him thinking about some portion of your topic. 2)Be sure to introduce the source (title, author, 

genre), define your personality letters, and perhaps your motto.  Make sure each of your body 

paragraphs flow throughout, from one to another.

2. PERSPECTIVE /10 /10 /10

1)Second, you will identify & discuss your personality traits, temperament, and adjectives that 

accurately describe you and others in your group. 2)Include strengths that set you above others, as well 

as weaknesses that make you vulnerable.  3)Talk about the type of scenarios and environments in which 

you function best.  Feel free to include personal discussion to complement the research you are 

presenting.

3. APPLICATION

/10

Finally, you will 1)discuss a few viable futures options and 2)how you hope to accomplish them.  Discuss 

ideas & feelings for the future. This is a conclusion, so end smoothly.

--------------------------------------

4. DOCUMENTATION/ MLA/ PRES /10 /20 /10

1)Be sure to use MLA guidelines for heading, double spacing, font, etc. 2)Correctly include citations at 

the end of every single sentence that includes borrowed information. 3)Correctly include a Works Cited

page with any/all/only sources used in the paper. Avoid plagiarism.

5. SENTENCE FLUENCY / WORD CHOICE  /10

Avoid comma splices & other run-on sentences; avoid fragmented thoughts & sentences. Use good 

grammar practices. Do not use second (you) person.

A research paper requires students to spend time investigating and evaluating sources with the intent to 
thoughtfully offer a unique perspective on the issue at hand.  

This particular paper is an exercise in personal exploration and evaluation, as you were asked to: 
A. Identify & explore your personality traits, coordinating strengths & weaknesses, how you function best, and 

which careers best suit you;
B. Later, you will explore further information regarding career opportunity, including interview, job 

shadowing, & additional research.

It should be formatted using MLA guidelines.

Name: Hour:



Works Cited
Include any/all sources used on a separate page of your 
paper:
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Required:

Parenthetical Citations
This is a sentence that uses information from 

your research (Tieger 12).

This is from one of the sources that both start with 
the same thing (“INFJ” Truity 12).



Paraphrase (only) & Give credit!

Use MLA style to cite sources in paper: 

EXAMPLES:

• Coaching basketball is a 
career that requires long 
hours and abundant passion 
(Self 48).

• Bill Self talks extensively 
about coaching basketball as 
a career that requires long 
hours and abundant passion 
(48)

What if there’s no 
author? 

Use the first important 
word listed on the

Works Cited!

 Paraphrase the information you find from other sources (use your own 

words to put in in your essay). 

 Then give credit for every single piece by placing the author’s name & 

page number in parenthesis at the end of the sentence (or at the end 

of the paragraph IF the same source is used throughout).



Works Cited
Include EVERY SOURCE YOU USE IN YOUR PAPER; OMIT 
THE ONES YOU DON’T USE.
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